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Face to Face with Whales - Linda Nicklin 2010-08
Close-up photographs and personal stories of encounters with whales by
the authors.
Jumbo Blue Whales - Francis MacIntire 2017-12-15
Imagine an animal whose tongue can weigh as much as an elephant, and
whose heart can weigh as much as a car. Blue whales are amazing
animals that we have to weigh in tons, not pounds. This book explores
the aquatic lives of the largest animals on Earth, from what they eat to
where they live and just how big they really are. Through full-color
photographs paired with accessible text, young readers will be amazed to
learn that these massive animals survive by eating tiny plankton.
Anne Frank - Alexandra Zapruder 2013
Profiles the young Jewish girl who kept a diary of her time in hiding from
the Nazis during World War II.
Sea Turtles - Laura Marsh 2011
Presents the life of sea turtles, including where they travel, how they
build nests, and what they eat.
National Geographic Kids Readers: Animal Homes (Pre-reader) Shira Evans 2018-05-15
Young readers learn all about animal abodes--from cozy dens to towering
trees--in this new Pre-reader from National Geographic Kids. Through
text features such as a vocabulary tree and wrap-up activity, kids will be
introduced to vocabulary in concept groups, helping them make
connections between words and expand their understanding of the
world. Along with brilliant photos and a fun approach to reading,
National Geographic Readers are a winning formula with kids, parents,
and educators.
National Geographic Readers: Great Migrations Amazing Animal
Journeys - Laura Marsh 2012-07-24
Every year like clockwork, animals both big and small are driven by a
natural instinct to move, in order to survive. On both land and sea, they
fight the odds and the forces of nature to breed, feed, or lead and carry
on for future generations. This reader is an introduction to the
treacherous trek of the zebra, walrus, and Christmas Island red crab to
overcome obstacles that include hungry cheetahs, stinging yellow crazy
ants, and even their fellow species to make the often impossible journey
of their lives. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA
Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
Beluga Whales - Tammy Kennington 2014-01-01
This book takes readers on a journey under the sea to discover the
fascinating facts about beluga whales, including physical features,
habitat, life cycle, food, and more. Photos, captions, and keywords
supplement the narrative of this informational text, while additional
search tools--including a glossary and an index--help students locate and
review important information.
How Big Is a Blue Whale? - Kurt Waldendorf 2017-01-01
Introduces the size of a blue whale to readers through simple text,
photograph, and measurement comparisons. Additional features include
a phonetic glossary, index, sources for further research, and a Check It
Out! section that supplements the main text with additional fun
comparisons and facts about the topic.
Predators Collection - National Geographic 2013
Describes the physical characteristics and behaviors of spiders, sharks,
tigers, and wolves, and reveals how these predatory creatures catch their
prey.
National Geographic Readers: Whales (Pre-Reader) - Jennifer
Szymanski 2020-05-12
Learn all about these large and majestic ocean-dwelling mammals, from
humpback whales to blue whales to belugas! This early reader from
National Geographic Kids is full of information about whales from around
the world and covers where they live, what they eat, how they stay safe,
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and more. Perfect for beginning and young readers, National Geographic
Pre-readers include simple, expert-vetted text and large, engaging
photos on every page. A vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book
introduces kids to key words in concept groups, helping kids make
connections between words. Plus, a wrap-up activity gives kids a chance
to use what they've learned, while expanding their understanding of the
world.
Face to Face with Sharks - David Doubilet 2009
This series of titles goes behind the scenes with the people who research
and photograph wild animals to put the reader right in the action, and
each title includes a scientific experiment, a glossary, facts at a glance
section, and more.
Cats Vs. Dogs - Elizabeth Carney 2011
Presents facts and comparisons about the physical characteristics,
senses, eating habits, and behavior of cats and dogs.
What is a Whale? - Bobbie Kalman 2000
Introduces the physiology, habitats, feeding, and behavior of different
types of whales and discusses whale watching.
Bats - Elizabeth Carney 2010
Presents an introduction to bats, discussing their physical
characteristics, habitat, feeding habits, and predators.
National Geographic Kids Readers: Bugs (Pre-reader) - Shira Evans
2018-05-15
Young readers learn all about insects in this new Pre-reader from
National Geographic Kids. Through text features such as a vocabulary
tree and wrap-up activity, kids will be introduced to vocabulary in
concept groups, helping them make connections between words and
expand their understanding of the world. Along with brilliant photos and
a fun approach to reading, National Geographic Readers are a winning
formula with kids, parents, and educators.
Beluga Whales For Kids - Rachel Smith 2015-12-21
Table of Contents Introduction What is a beluga whale? How do beluga
whales act? Where did beluga whales come from? The history of beluga
whales and humans Beluga whales and conservation Beluga whales and
culture Conclusion Author Bio Publisher Introduction The beluga whale,
also known as the white whale, is a favorite of many people. It’s
intelligent and cute, not unlike a larger dolphin. What really draws a lot
of people is its pure white color, which is attractive and attention-getting
to humans in the same way a black jaguar or a pink slug is. As a sea
creature, the beluga whale is an important part of its environment, and
has had an impact on humans. Or, more accurately, humans have had an
impact on the beluga whale. Much like puffins, the beluga whale helped
humans live in areas that are hard to live in. This wasn’t done without a
cost to the beluga whale, however, as you shall soon see.
Meteors - Melissa Stewart 2018-08-01
Blast off on a trip to discover the fascinating world of meteors. In this
image-packed book, kids will learn all about these objects hurtling
through space and into our atmosphere. Written in an easy-to-grasp style
to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Amazing Animal Journeys - Laura Marsh 2017-10-02
Awesome facts, crazy quizzes and brain-busting games. Everything you
need to know about amazing animal journeys!
Great Migrations - Elizabeth Carney 2010
Examines several animals and their great migrations, ranging in size
from the army ant to the sperm whale.
Wild Sea Creatures: Sharks, Whales and Dolphins! (Wild Kratts) - Chris
Kratt 2014-07-29
PBS’s successful animated show Wild Kratts joins the adventures of
zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats
around the globe. Along the way, they encounter incredible creatures
while combining science education and fun. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6
will dive into this Step 2 Reader with the Kratt brothers as they activate
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their Creature Power Suits to swim with sharks, whales, and other wild
sea creatures! Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences
to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can
sound out new words with help.
Face to Face with Whales - FLIP. NICKLIN NICKLIN (LINDA.)
2019-09-27
National Geographic Face to Face Readers is a high-interest series of
books for confident, independent readers that have been adapted to a
Key Stage 2 audience by education experts. The books pair magnificent
National Geographic photographs with lively first-person text and
fascinating facts about the natural world. Grab your diving gear and
journey deep under the sea with experienced nature photographers Flip
and Linda Nicklin to learn all about these magnificent underwater giants.
Written in an engaging and fun to read format, the captivating photos
and fascinating facts are perfect for encouraging the future explorers
and marine biologists of tomorrow! Level 5 readers are ideal for kids who
are confident in reading independently and ready for the challenge of
varied sentence lengths, some technical vocabulary and increasing
inference.
National Geographic Readers: Great Migrations Elephants - Laura Marsh
2012-07-24
This exciting reader follows the story of the longest and the most
demanding elephant migration on the planet. Living at the furthest
corners of the hot and dry Sahara Desert, the very margins of where
elephants can survive, hundreds of these great creatures make a
dangerous but necessary journey as their main source of food and water
dries up and they must go in search of more. Battling 120-degree heat,
sandstorms, and fierce thunderstorms, these amazing animals travel 35
miles a day in a race against time in search of the bare essentials of life.
National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core
Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
National Geographic Readers: Dolphins - Melissa Stewart 2012-07-24
Everyone loves the smile on a dolphin’s face. Though smart enough to
become theme park tricksters, dolphins are first and foremost wild
mammals. Melissa Stewart’s lively text outlines our responsibility to
conserve their natural environment. This high-interest book also offers
an interactive experience to boost awareness of these adorable
creatures. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA
Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
Hello, Baby Beluga - Darrin Lunde 2011-02-01
Take a trip to the Arctic with Baby Beluga. Pre-readers and beginning
readers meet the adorable and playful baby beluga whale. The questions
that kids will have for the baby beluga are answered simply and clearly
by the baby whale himself. Young learners discover that baby belugas
stay close to their mothers and live in large pods, they eat shrimp and
fish and other sea creatures, and they can make many sounds like chirps,
moos, whistles, and more. HELLO, BABY BELUGA is perfect for reading
aloud at story hour and bed time. Patricia Wynne illustrates baby
beluga’s icy blue north Atlantic home and lets children get up close to
these fascinating and friendly creatures.
Deadliest Animals - Melissa Stewart 2011
Introduces some of the most dangerous animals on Earth, describing the
physical characteristics and behavior that makes them deadly, including
such creatures as saltwater crocodiles, poison dart frogs, box jellyfish,
and scorpions.
The Eye of the Whale, a Rescue Story: A Tilbury House Nature
Book - Jennifer O'Connell 2016-04-01
On a cool December morning near San Francisco, a distress call was
radioed to shore by a local fisherman. He had discovered a humpback
whale tangled in hundreds of yards of crab-trap lines, struggling to stay
at the surface to breathe. A team of volunteers answered the call, and
four divers risked their lives to rescue the enormous animal. What
followed was a rare and remarkable demonstration of animal behavior.
This celebrated story, beautifully depicted in Jennifer O'Connell's
mesmerizing paintings, will make you wonder about animal emotions and
the unique connections we can have with animals--even whales.
Blue Whales - Grace Hansen 2016-08-15
Meet the biggest animal in the entire world--the blue whale! Everything
about this title is big, from the full-bleed photographs to the content.
Readers will learn all that is super-sized about this amazing ocean
mammal. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Abdo Kids is a division of ABDO.
Waiting for the Whales - Sheryl McFarlane 2012-12-07
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In this timeless classic set on the West Coast, an old man lives alone on a
bluff overlooking the sea, tends his garden and waits. Only when the
whales return each year to the bay in front of his cottage is his loneliness
eased. One day his daughter and her baby return home to live with the
old man, bringing a renewed sense of purpose to his life. As his
granddaughter grows, the old man passes on a wealth of knowledge and
wisdom as well as his passion for the whales. And each year they wait
together for the whales to appear. Waiting for the Whales illuminates the
unique friendship between grandparent and child and celebrates the
restorative power of the natural world. Originally published twenty-five
years ago, this award-winning picture book is sure to enchant a whole
new generation of readers.
Whales - Laura Marsh 2017-10-02
National Geographic Primary Readers is a high-interest series of
beginning reading books that have been developed in consultation with
education experts. The books pair magnificent National Geographic
photographs with lively text by skilled children's book authors across
four reading levels. Level 4: Independent readerPerfect for kids who are
reading on their own with ease and are ready for more challenging
vocabulary with varied sentence structures. They are ideal for readers of
White and Lime books.
Journey of a Humpback Whale - Caryn Jenner 2012-04-10
Now in ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. This ebook is a multilevel learning-to-read programme combining DK's highly visual style with
appealing stories at four graduated levels. Stunning images and
engaging, age-appropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's
interest while developing reading skills and general knowledge. It allows
progression from stories for beginning readers with simple sentences
and word repetition through to stories with rich vocabulary and more
challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. Written by
children's authors and compiled by leading experts in the field of
literacy, this ebook captures children's interest and helps them learn.
National Geographic Readers: Snakes! - Melissa Stewart 2012-07-24
They’re SSSSLITHERY! SLIPPERY! They creep us out! But get to know
them and you’ll find snakes private, quiet types who just want a cool,
shady place to call home. From the tip of their forked tongues, to skin
that sheds, to the rattles on certain tails, these creatures have secrets all
kids will love. Cool photos and fun facts slip us inside their surprising
world.
Whale or Fish? - Susan Kralovansky 2014-08-15
Some types of animals look alike but they are not the same! Whale or
Fish? explores the stealthy differences between the two animals. Kids
will learn to look at how they breathe, the texture of their skin, how they
move and more. Simple sentences and eye-catching photographs will
keep kids engaged. Fun facts will help them learn new things. Step-bystep animal crafts help kids demonstrate what they have discovered with
this fun title. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state
standards. Super Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division
of ABDO.
Blue Whale - Molly Smith 2007-01-01
Describes blue whales, discussing where and how they live and their
size, important body parts, method of communication, diet, and babies.
Whales - Grace Hansen 2015-01-01
Did you know that there are two different kinds of whales: baleen and
toothed? Learn this and more alongside beautiful, full-bleed color
photographs. Complete with glossary, index, and table of contents.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Abdo Kids is a division of ABDO.
Whales - Laura Marsh 2010
Introduces sperm whales, including their different body parts, how they
travel in groups, what they eat, and how they care for their young.
Sea Otters - Laura Marsh 2014
Provides information about these playful mammals, including their
aquatic habitats, diet, physical characteristics, and behaviors.
The Whale who Won Hearts! - Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld 2014
Dolphins - Melissa Stewart 2018-01-01
This book looks at dolphins as wild mammals and discusses the need to
preserve their natural environment.
Planets - Elizabeth Carney 2012
Introduces facts about the planets, distinguishing between the inner,
gas, and dwarf planets, and discusses how scientists learn about the
planets and outer space.
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